Abstract
2-D Clouds
When clouds lie in a thin layer high above the viewer, they do no change their apparent shape as they or the viewer move. Therefore they can be modelled on a horizontal 2-D texture plane. The texture is a real valued functionflxy) varying between 0 and 1. It is used to determine both the transparency and intensity of the clouds, according to the compositing equation new-color = f(x,y)cloud-color + (1. -f(x,y)).old-coior. Here (xy) is the point where the viewing ray hits the texture plane.
Figures 1 and 2 show such 2-D clouds above the ocean with two different color schemes. They are taken from the last scene of the film "Carla's Island", prepared for Siggraph '81. This scene used a 144 frame cycle of ray-traced wave motion, with the colors and the sun or moon position changing slowly during the cycle's 20 repetitions. Each pixel was assigned one of 256 possible 8-bit color table addresses, according to the ray's final intersection with an island, a cloud, or the sky, after possible reflection i n the water. The color table was changed gradually during the animation, and the sun or moon was added behind the clouds. The details of the color table animation, the fast vectorized ray-tracing algorithm, and the wave motion are given in Max [ 11. Here I will describe the details of the sky and cloud shading. The sky color was divided into 12 bands, according to the vertical component of the viewing ray, so that the sky color could be made paler or warmer near the horizon. This vertical component was jittered by adding a random number before being truncated into one of the 12 bands, in order to break up the sudden color changes between the bands. The cloud opacityf(x,y) was also jittered before being truncated into one of three values: completely transparent, half transparent, or completely opaque. There were 12 entries in the color table for half-transparent cloud pixels, containing the equation (1) mixture of sky color and cloud color. There was a single cloud color, which varied with the time of day.
When the sun gocs behind a cloud, the semi-transparent edges shine with forward scattered sunlight, giving a "silver lining". I was able to use the 12 sky/cloud mixture color entries to give an approximation to this effect. When the sun moved near the level in the sky corresponding to one of the12 bands, the color mixture was gradually brightened, and then faded as the sun passed. Figure 2 shows this effect with the moon behind the clouds. tails.) This interactive installation was also exhibited at the Siggrdph '85 art show.
Cloud textures
The cloud texture function in these images was the sum of a quadratic polynomial and a trigonometric series: After the sunset, the cloud color changes to a red glow. Pixels whose viewing ray intersects the cloud after one or more reflections in the water get the table address corresponding to this intersection, so the glowing clouds are reflected in the water.
The 144 frames were stored on three magnetic tapcs, and automatically cycled during the five days necessary to record the two minute sequence onto 35" film. The minicomputer controlling the film recorder gradually changed the color table, and added in the sun or moon behind the clouds. The ray tracing itself took only 20 minutes on the Cray-1 supercomputer.
A year later, in 1982, I prepared a real-time demo of this animation on the new Apollo DN660 workstation. I stored a 15 frame cycle of the lower section of the frame, containing the moving waves, in the off-screen image memory. I then used the workstation CPU to change the color tables, and fast raster operations to put the sun or moon behind the clouds, and cycle the waves into the displayed image. The next year, for the 1983 Electra Exhibition in Paris, I made the animation interactive, so that the user could change the time of day, the phase of the moon, or the basic colors being interpolated. (See Max[2] for den + C sin@, x + qi y + ri>.
(2)
If you look at a bank of clouds, you often see penodic rows of density, presumably caused by some quasiperiodic physical phenomenon like convection cells. The trigonometric series approximates this periodicity. Many sine terms with different amplitudes, frequencies, and directions produce random interference, so that every region is slightly different. The polynomial term serves to concentrate the clouds in a particular region of the sky.
The actual opacity functionffor use in equation (1) is defined by Voss [3] . Gardner [4] computed a "poor man's fractal" texture as a product of two series of perturbed sine waves:
The amplitudes are chosen to give the "llf" power spectrum characteristic of fractals, and the phase perturbations like (x/2)sin(2'-'y) are added to break up the straight wave crests. The 2-D cloud texture in figure 3 used such a function.
This figure is one frame in an animated film called "Sun and Shade", showing the illumination changes as the sun goes behind a cloud. The trees were produced by Jules Bloomenthal [ 5 ] . The glow in the haze beneath the trees was computed by the method of Max [6] . A 48 frame cycle of the leaves fluttering in the breeze was produced, with separate images for the haze glow, and for the sharp point-source shadows on the ground. This motion cycle was repeated as the illumination changed. 
2-D Cloud Surfaces
Clouds can also be rendered as smoothly shaded surfaces, either ray traced analytic surfaces, or polygonal approximations.
I defined analytic cloud surfaces using two single valued functions: g(x,y) representing the height of the upper surface above a central cloud plane, and h(x,y) representing the height of the lower surface. This permits efficient "height field ray tracing, as described in Max[l] .
I started with the function F(x,y) in equation ( 2 ) , and let
with c an adjustable constant. When F(x,y) is ncgative, the clouds are absent. As shown in Max@], this makes the upper and lower surfaces meet smoothly with a vertical tangent plane at the cloud edges where F(x,y) = g(x,y) = h(x,y) = 0. Also, h is always > -1, and approaches -1 as F approaches infinity. This has the effect of flattening the edges of the clouds realistically, even when they are puffy on top.
In the second scene of "Carla's Island", the clouds grew until they covered the sky, as a storm began. This was done by gradually changing the coefficients in the exand pansion of F(x,y), in particular, by increasing the constant term d. Figure 4 is a frame from this scene, produced by ray tracing the two height field surfaces. The cloud data represents per-cent cloudiness in one of 19 variable thickness layers above a 1.125" latitude-longitude square. Figure 5 shows the contours of 15% cloudiness, as smoothly shaded polygonal surfaces. To generate the polygons, we use grid cells whose vertices corresponded to the centers of the cloudiness data cells. We divided each grid cell crossed by the contour surface into Eve tetrahedra. Inside each tetrahedron, we assume the cloudi-(See color plates, p. 204.) ness function is linear, so that the contour surface is a planar quadrilateral or triangle. To make figure 5 , we applied a smoothing filter to the simulation output, before generating the contour polygons, to get rounder clouds.
Clouds with textured surfaces
Gardner [3] was able to generate realistic clouds with ellipsoidal surfaces, using a 3-D version of the perturbed trigonometric series F ( x y ) in equation (3) as a uansparency texture. We textured our cloudiness contour surfaced with a similar sum of perturbed sin waves. We used a 3-D texture function because it is difficult to assign 2-D texture map parameters to the polygon vertices of a contour surface. As in the 2-D case, F represents an opacity, and the clouds are completely transparent when F is negative. Figure 6 shows the same clouds as in figure 5 , with the frontfacing polygons rendered with this transparency texture. These polygons must be composited by equation (1) in back-to-front order, so they need to be sorted. The volume rendering algorithm in the next section also requires the volume cells to be sorted for compositing in back-tofront order. A sorting scheme is given in Max[ 1 I] which is adapted to the complex geometry of this simulation, which used altitude levels curving to follow the terrain heights.
In the animation, we needed to make the 3-D texture function move with the clouds as they are advected with the wind. Therefore we advected the coordinates of the texture function by the wind velocity field output from the simulation. Details are given in Max and Crawfis I 1 21,
Volume Rendering Models
Actual clouds result from a volume density of water droplets, which varies from point to point. To get physically accurate images of clouds, it is necessary to use volume rendering techniques. These vary in the sophistication with which they model the light scattering inside the cloud.
Sunlight reaches a water droplet only after passing between or being scattered from other droplets, so a given droplet is in partial shadow. The simple density-emitter model of Sabella [ 1 3 ] neglects this shadowing, and assumes that each droplet emits a glow of its own, independent of its position in the cloud. However, the model does account for the attenuation between the emitting droplet and the viewpoint, due to absorption and scattering. To calculate this attenuation, assume that the droplets are all spheres of the same radius r and volume 413 xr3. Let the density p(X) represent the volume fraction taken up by water droplets at position X , and let U be a unit vector along the viewing ray from the viewpoint at (O,O,O).
Consider a thin cylinder of the cloud, normal to the viewing direction U , of thickness ds, cross section area A, and volume V = A ds. This cylinder has a volume pV of water, contained in N = pV / ( 4 / 3 xr3) droplets. If ds is small enough so that their overlap can be neglected, these droplets have projected surface area Nxr2. Thus the fraction of the cylinder cross section area A that they occlude is Nxr2/A = p A ds xr2/(4/3 x?A ) = 3pds/(4r) = z p ds, where the quantity Z= 3/(4r) is the opacity per unit length per unit volume fraction.
Suppose a source, for example a glowing droplet, at position SOU a distance so along the viewing ray, emits an intensity Io towards the viewpoint. Let I(s) be the intensity remaining at position sU, 0 2 s 2 so, after attenuation by the droplets between SU and sol/. As shown above, the occlusion fraction along a ray segment ds is ' 5 p ds, so we have
I(s) = I(s + d.~) -z ~( s U ) ds /(s + ds)
This can be rearranged as the differential equation
I ( s + d . y ) -I ( s ) d / ---= ~p ( s U ) d s I ( s + d s )
I which integrates to
The integration constant K = exp(C) can be found from the boundary condition 
I(O) =lo exp( -j:.rp(tWdi ). (4)
Am alternate derivation of this equation, using the Poisson distribution, is given by Blinn [14] . Now, suppose, as Sabella did, that each droplet glows diffusely with an intensity K. In the cylinder of thickness U'S discussed above, the fraction of the cross section covered by projected droplets is z p ds, so the average intensity is K T p ds. Substituting this for Io in equation (4), we get the contribution dl of this cylinder to the intensity at the viewpoint
Finally, integrating over all such thin cylinders along the ray, we get Sabella's formula
This can be simplified by noting that
The t o t a l transparency along the ray is T = e x p ( -j i r p (rw dt .
(6)
Thus we get a version of the compositing equation (1): composite-color = (1. -r ) K + T background-color (7) Figure 7 shows the clouds from the climate simulation, rendered with these equations. The density p was taken from the per-cent cloudiness data, and the colors come from two different altitude scales, one for the terrain and one for the clouds. The volume cells were sorted from back to front, and composited using equation (7). Along each ray/cell intersection segment, the density was assumed to vary linearly between the endpoint values on the cell faces, which were found by Gouraud style bilinear interpolation from the cell vertex values. Further details of this projection technique are given in Max, Crawfis, and Hanrahan [15] .
Directional Scattering
Let a, the albedo, be the fraction of light leaving a droplet that is scattered; the rest, 1 -a, is absorbed. For water droplets, the scattering is not isotropic, but depends on the angle between the incoming and scattering directions. Mie [16] has developed series expansions for the scattering from spherical droplets, which depend on the size of the droplet and the wavelength of the light. Keeping these other parameters fixed, the directional dependence is expressed by a phase function p (o,w') , where w is the unit direction vector of the incoming ray, and w' , of the scattered ray.
If p(w,w') depends only on the angle between the two vectors w and w' , as is the case for Mie scattering, it can be expressed as a function of their dot product x = w . 0'. A common approximation to Mie scattering is the HenyeyGreenstein phase function [17] :
where g is a parameter which is positive for forwards scattering, negative for backwards scattering, and zero for isotropic scattering.
The projected droplet area argument from the last section shows that along the length ds of the viewing ray, in direction o, the scattered intensity from irradiance IO coming from direction w', is a '5 p Io p(-w,-w') ds. The minus signs are needed because the vector arguments in p refer to the direction of light propagation. (Blinn [14] uses a different convention.)
Single Scattering
An improvement on Sabella's density emitter model is the single scattering model, which accounts for attenuation of sunlight along an illumination ray from the sun to the scattering droplet, as well as from the droplet to the eye. However, it neglects multiple scattering effects.
Let V be the unit vector in the direction of the sun, and let Jo be the sun's irradiance (its intensity times the solid angle it subtends). By the transparency integral (6), the irradiance reaching a point sU on the viewing ray is For densities p(x,y,z) defined on a cubical voxcl grid, Kajiya and Von Herzen [9] propose a two pass "slab" method for evaluating this integral. In the first pass, light is propagated from the sun into each horizontal layer or "slab" of the grid in turn, taking into account the attenuation of the slab before continuing to the next one below.
This pass results in an auxiliary array i(x,y,z) of illumination for each voxel. Then in the second pass, the integral
is evaluated along the viewing rays. beams in the haze, illuminated by the light coming through the hole in the clouds. This hole in the solid cloud cover was produced by giving the quadratic polynomial terms in equation (2) positive instead of negative coefficients, so that the cloud thickness increased away from the center (xo,yo) of the hole. The phases ri of the sine terms were changed linearly as time progressed. They all changed by an exact multiple of 27~ after a cycle of several hundred frames, so that the animation could be cycled repeatedly.
Mu1 t i ple Scatter in g
The ultimate in computer simulation of cloud illumination is to account for the multiple light scattering from one droplet to another. To do this, it is necessary to solve for the intensity I ( X , o ) at each point X in the cloud and for each unit direction vector w.
Let U be a viewing direction from point X , with w = -U the corresponding light propagation vector towards X.
Let X + sou = X -sow be the point where the viewing ray finally leaves the cloud, and let /o(X -sow, o) be the known illumination entering the cloud in direction w at this point, from the sun or the background scene.
The intensity scattering into direction w from a ray segment of length ds at X -sw is
where 4x represents the sphere of incoming directions a'.
Taking into account the attenuation of the background intensity Io(X -sow) by the transparency in equation (6), and the attenuation of the scattered light by the droplets between X and X -sw, as in the derivation of equation (5),
Note that the unknown function I(X,w) appears on both sides of this integral equation.
If the cloud is divided up into a finite number of volume cells, and the unit sphere is divided into a finite collection of direction bins, there are a finite number of unknowns. I have developed an efficient approximate solution method, by propagating the light from cell to cell, as in progressive radiosity.
For each volume cell X i and each direction bin w, I save an estimate of /(Xi, wj) and also the "unshot" radiosity U(X,, U,). These quantities are initialized as in the first pass of the slab method of Kajiya and Von Herzen [9] . Then the albedo a and phase function p ( o j , ok) are used to scatter the unshot radiosity in successive passes in each of the six axis directions through the slabs making up the cloud volume. Details arc given in Max [18] , and a similar 4x (See color plates, p. 204.) algorithm is described by Patmore [191. Figure 9 shows a cloud rendered by this technique. its edges. The anisotropic nature of the phase function, with a pronounced peak in the forward scattering direction, makes the "silver lining" around the cdge shine brightest near the sun.
